
 

 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge Organiser: November 2020 

Year 11 

 
“Wise men and women are always learning, always listening for fresh insights.” 

Proverbs 18:15 (The Message) 
 

 

 

 
Determination     –     Integrity     –     Ambition     –     Humility     –     Compassion 

Student Name: 



Using Your Knowledge Organiser 

Your teachers have worked hard to produce this document for you and have selected the most important knowledge that you will need to know to make good progress in 
their subjects. You should aim to learn all the information in your knowledge organiser off by heart.   

Try out some of the strategies listed here to help you achieve this.  

 

1. Read the knowledge organiser and ensure you understand it. 
Try and make links between the information on it and what 
you already know and do. 
 

2. Look, Cover, Write, Check – the traditional way of learning 
spellings! 
 

3. Create a Mnemonic – Using the first letters of keywords create 
a memorable sentence or phrase. 
 

4. Create an acronym – using the first letters of keywords to 
create a word to prompt you to remember all of the 
information. 
 

5. Write it out in full on a blank version of the same format. 
 

6. Write it out in note form, reducing it to key ideas or words. Try 
the same format but a smaller piece of paper. 

 
7. Recreate the knowledge organiser as a series of images and 

words 
 

 

 

8. Write a set of test questions for yourself using the organiser.  
• Answer these without the organiser the next day.  
• Swap your questions with a friend to increase 

challenge.  
• Turn your questions in to a game by putting them 

on cards and playing with friends. 
 

9. Chunk the knowledge into smaller bitesize sections of around 
5 pieces of information. Concentrate on mastering a chunk 
before you start on the next. 
 

10. Try to make connections between the information and people 
you know. E.g. Visualise yourself trying these strategies with a 
specific teaching group. 
 

11. Talk about the information on the knowledge organiser with 
another person. Teaching someone else about it helps us learn 
it. 

 
12. Say the information out loud – rehearse it like learning lines 

for a play, or sing it as if you are in a musical!  

 



3. Advanced PERSUADES 
Technique Definition Example 

Hypophora 
Raise a question at the start 
of a paragraph, which you 
then immediately answer. 

So what should young people do 
with their lives today? Many 
things, obviously. 

Anaphora 

The repetition of a word or 
phrase at the beginning of 
successive clauses. 
  

Every school, every Headteacher, 
every teacher needs to  recognise 
their  significance in the lives of 
our young people today. 

Antithesis 

A rhetorical device in which 
two opposite ideas are put 
together in a sentence to 
achieve a  contrasting effect. 

Our government should work for 
us, not against us. It should help 
us, not hurt us. 
  

4. Varying Sentences 

Sentence type Example 

Although at first glance, in 
reality 

‘Although at first glance students may seem 
passive, in reality they are silently analysing and 
exploring ideas.’ 

If, if, if, then 
‘If we all pull together, if we think about each 
other, and if we keep on going, then we will see 
the benefits. 

They say. They say. They say. 
We say 

‘They say schools are factories. They say students 
can’t handle the pressures. They say schools 
aren’t supportive enough. We say come and visit 
before you make a judgement.’ 

1. Adjectives to describe tone 

Acerbic Sharp and forthright; quite blunt and sarcastic. 

Affectionate Showing fondness or tenderness. 

Cold Straight-to-the-point, lack any emotion or affection. 

Candid Truthful and straightforward; honest. 

Colloquial Conversational; as if in conversation with the audience. 

Condescending 
Writing from a position of authority and presuming the 
audience has an inferior amount of knowledge; looking down 
on the audience. 

Passionate Strong feelings or beliefs. 

Flippant Not showing a serious or respectful attitude. 

Light-hearted Amusing and entertaining. 

Questioning 
The raising of doubt about something; not having a set belief; 
open to different interpretations. 

Reproachful Expressing disapproval or disappointment. 

Sarcastic To mock, make fun of or convey contempt (dislike). 

2. Tier 2 Vocabulary  

exploiting 
(verb) make full use of and 
derive benefit from (a 
resource). 

fatefully 
(adverb) having 
disastrous 
consequences. 

forthcoming 
(adjective) about to 
happen or appear. 

coaxing 
(verb)  persistent gentle 
persuasion. 

inclusivity 
(adjective) the act of 
including people in  
minority groups. 

extenuation (noun)  justification 

conjoined (verb)  joined; combined. pardoned 
(verb)  forgive or excuse 
(a person, error, or 
offence). 

indigenous 
people 

(noun) originating or 
occurring naturally in a 
particular place; native. 

deception 
(noun)  the action of 
deceiving someone. 

autopsy 

(noun) a post-mortem 
examination to discover 
the cause of death or the 
extent of disease. 

penchant 

(adjective)  a strong or 
habitual liking for 
something or tendency 
to do something. 

pundits 

(noun)  an expert in a 
particular subject or field 
who is frequently called 
upon to give their 
opinions to the public. 

heralded 
(adjective)  to  be a sign 
that (something) is 
about to happen. 
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1. A Christmas Carol — Technical Vocabulary  

Novella A short novel. 

Omniscient All knowing. 

Narrator The voice telling the story. 

Protagonist The main character. 

Transformation A marked change in form, nature or appearance. 

Redemption The act of being saved from sin, error, or evil. 

Miser A person who hoards money. 

Misanthropist A person who dislikes mankind. 

Theme An idea that recurs in a literary text. 

Allegory A story that has a hidden political or moral meaning. 

Motif Any recurring element that has symbolic significance in a story. 

Morality Tale 
A story or narrative from which one can derive a moral about right 

and wrong. 

Circular 

Structure 

Scrooge’s interactions in Stave 5 mirror those in Stave One, however 

he now treats everyone differently; the weather also changes to 

reflect this transformation. 

2. A Christmas Carol — Plot Vocabulary  

Covetous 
Having or showing a great desire to possess something belonging to 

someone else. 

Misanthropic Having or showing a dislike of other people—unsociable. 

Ominous 
Giving the worrying impression that something bad is going to happen, 

threatening, inauspicious. 

Deftly In a way that is neatly skilful and quick in movement. 

Aspiration A hope or ambition of achieving something. 

Phantom A ghost. 

Surplus An amount of something left over when requirements have been met. 

Shroud A thing that envelops or obscures something. 

Sage Someone who has attained wisdom. 

Jovial Cheerful and friendly. 

3. A Christmas Carol — Context 

Victorian London — a place of great wealth and poverty. 

1824 — Dickens’s father sent to jail for debt and Dickens had to give up his education. 

1832 — The Great Reform Bill gave many middle class property owners the right to vote 

for the first time, the working classes and women still didn’t have the vote. 

1834 — Poor Law Amendment — Led to a cut in aid given to the poor. Workhouses were 

created which poor people would have to live and work in, if they were unable to pay for 

their housing. 

1843 — Dickens visits a ‘Ragged School’. A free school for destitute children. 

1843 — Dickens read a government report on child labour in England. Dickens wanted to 

use his popularity to bring the problem of child poverty to the attention of the wider 

public. 

1843 — Dickens wrote ‘A Christmas Carol’. 

4. A Christmas Carol — Literary Devices 

Clear Narrative 

Viewpoint 

The narrator gives views to tell the reader how to think e.g. Scrooge was a 

‘tight-fisted hand at the grindstone’. 

Simile 
This gives the reader a better image of the characters, and places e.g.   

Scrooge is described as ‘hard and sharp as flint’. 

Metaphor 
Used to present deeper meanings and ideas. For example, the children 

‘Want’ and ‘Ignorance’ represent the poor in society. 

Personification 
To emphasise the atmosphere of places and settings e.g. ‘the crisp air 

laughed to hear it’. 

5. A Christmas Carol — Structural Features 

5 staves 

The story is set out in five staves — a structure that mimics musical 

organisation — the opening sets the scene, the middle is the turning point, 

and the last stave the conclusion. 

Surface Level 

Story 

The literal story that words on a surface level, e.g. the story of one cruel and 

harsh man being visited by ghosts who teach him a lesson, making him kind 

and compassionate. 

Symbolic Level 

Story 

A deeper, more hidden meaning to the story, e.g. there exists a selfish 

society, who needs to heed this warning in order to become more caring. 

The Number 3 

Scrooge is visited by 3 ghosts: Past, Present and Yet to Come. This is a 

common feature in magical fairy tales, e.g. 3 wishes, 3 choices, etc. This adds 

to the mystical feel of the novella. 
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Half-Term 2  Subject: Maths 11F        Threshold Concept Link(s) Number.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Factor A number which divides exactly into another. 

Multiple A multiple is a number made by multiplying two other 
numbers. 

Prime A prime number has exactly two factors. 

Integer The positive and negative whole numbers. 
Estimate Usually a calculation where the numbers have been 

rounded before the operation is performed. 
Index (indices 
plural) 

An index is a power or exponent. 

Square root Is the number that was multiplied by itself to get the 
square number. 

Square number Is the result when number that has been multiplied by 
itself. 

Cube number Is the result when a number that is multiplied by itself 
then again by the original number. 

Cube root Is the number that was multiplied by itself and itself 
again to get the cube number 

Numerator The number on the top of the fraction. Shows how 
many part there are. 

Denominator  The number on the bottom of the fraction. Shows how 
many equal parts the item is divided into. 

Common 
denominator 

When two or more fractions have the same 
denominator. 

Equivalent  Having the same value 

Inverse The opposite mathematical operation.  

Reciprocal The number produced by dividing 1 by a given number 

Odd An integer that cannot be divided exactly by two. 

Even An integer that can be divided exactly by two. 

Terminating A decimal number with digits that end 

Recurring A decimal number with a digit (or group of digits) that 
repeats forever 

 

Averages 
Name How to calculate 
Mean Find the sum of the values then divide by how many 

values you have 

Median Order the values from smallest to largest, then find 
the middle value 

Mode Find the most common value 
Range Subtract the smallest value from the largest value 

 

 

Percentages 
Percentage Parts per hundred/out of one hundred 
Finding 10% ÷ 10 
Finding 1% ÷ 100 
Multiplier a decimal equivalent of a percentage 

Calculating a 
percentage 

Original amount x multiplier = new amount  

Calculating a 
percentage increase 

Original amount x (1 + multiplier) = new 
amount 

Calculating a 
percentage decrease 

Original amount x (1 – multiplier) = new 
amount 

 

Ratio 
Ratio Comparative size of two or more values 

The symbol that 
represents a ratio is 

: 

Ratio of a to b a : b 
To simplify ratio Divide both sides of the ratio by the same 

number until there are no more common 
factors 

To write in the form 
1:n 

Divide both sides of the ratio by the number 
originally on the left hand side 

To share into a ratio Add the ratios together. 
Divide the original amount by total ratio to 

find one part. 
        

 



  Subject: Maths HT2  Year 11 Higher   
 Trig graphs and exact values 

Sine graph 

   

Cos graph 

  

Tan graph 

  
To find exact values for Tan𝜃𝜃  

 
sin𝜃𝜃
cos𝜃𝜃

 

What is the exact value of Sin 30O   
 

½ 

What is the exact value of Sin 0O  0 

What is the exact value of Sin 45O  √2
2

 

 
What is the exact value of Sin 60O   √3

2
 

What is the exact value of Sin 90O  1 

What is the exact value of Cos 30O   
 

√3
2

 

What is the exact value of Cos 0O  1 

What is the exact value of Cos 45O  √2
2

 

What is the exact value of Cos 60O   1
2
 

What is the exact value of Cos 90O  0 

Trigonometry 

Sine Rule 
(to find a missing side in any 

triangle) 
 
 

𝑎𝑎
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐴𝐴

=
𝑏𝑏

Sin𝐵𝐵
=

𝑐𝑐
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐶𝐶

 

Sine Rule 
(to find a missing angle in any 

triangle) 
 
 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐴𝐴
𝑎𝑎

=
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐵𝐵
𝑏𝑏

=
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐶𝐶
𝑐𝑐

 

Cosine Rule 
(to find a missing side in any 

triangle) 
 
 
 

a2 = b2 + c2 – 2bcCosA 

SOHCAHTOA 
(trig ratios for right-angle 

triangles only) 
 

sinθ =
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑜𝑜

  cosθ =  
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑜𝑜

   tanθ =  
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

 

Area of any triangle 
 Area = ½abSinC  

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Factorise Take out a common factor usually using brackets. 

Quadratic A graph, equation or expression where x2 is the largest power. 

Plot the graph Plot the point and join them with a line 

rearrange Put into a different order 

subject Make that be equalled to the rest. 

Similar The same as another shape but a different size, so the angles 
are the same and the side lengths are in proportion. 

Construct  Use a ruler and a pair of compasses 

correlation The relationship between two variables, can also have a strength, 
strong positive, weak positive, strong negative, weak negative. 

evaluate Find the value of 

outlier A piece of data that doesn’t seem to fit with the rest, and 
extreme result. 

 

 

 



Half-Term __2__________________  Subject _Science___ _____          Threshold Concept Link(s)__Biology, Chemistry, Physics __   
Biology Topic Keywords 

1. Habitat The place where an organism lives. 

2. Niche The role an organism has in a habitat. 

3. Population The number of organisms within a species in a given area at a given time. 

4. Community All the populations of different species within an ecosystem. 

5. Ecosystem The interactions between the living (biotic) and non-living (abiotic) parts of a 
habitat. 

6. Biotic The living factors within a habitat. 

7. Abiotic The non-living factors in a habitat. 

8. Distribution Where organisms are found within a habitat based on biotic and abiotic features. 

9. Adaptation Specialised features that help an organism to survive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Scientific Enquiry  Keywords 

28. Independent variable (continuous)  What you change in an investigation. 

29. Dependent variable What you measure or observe in an investigation. 

30. Accurate A result that is close to the true value. 

31. Uncertainty For a set of repeat measurements, the uncertainty is ± half the range. 

32. Continuous data Has values that can be any number. 

33. Categorical data Variable that has values that are words. 

Math skills in science  
34. How do you calculate a gradient? Change in the y – axis / change in the x – axis 

35. To work out the area of a circle 
 

36. Calculate the mass of a 
substance 

No of moles X Mr 

Chemistry Topic Keywords 
10. Chromatography Chromatography is a separation technique that is used to separate different 

substances dissolved in a liquid. Chromatography involves a stationary phase and a 
mobile phase. 

11. Formulation A formulation is a mixture that has been designed as a useful product. 

12. Greenhouse gases The gases responsible for global warming - carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide 
and CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons). 

13. Greenhouse effect The retention of heat in the atmosphere caused by the build-up of greenhouse 
gases. 

14. Rf value The ratio of the distance moved by a compound to the distance moved by the 
solvent. 

15. Carbon footprint The carbon footprint is the total amount of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse 
gases emitted over the full life cycle of a product, service or event. 

16. Global dimming The gradual reduction in radiation energy which reaches the Earth's surface from 
the Sun due to small particles in the atmosphere which have almost certainly been 
produced by human activities such as burning fossil fuels. 

17. Potable water Water that is safe to drink 

18. Life cycle 
assessment 

A life cycle assessment is a way of analysing the ‘life’ of a product to see how much 
water and energy is used and the effects on the environment of each stage. 

 

Physics Enquiry Keywords 
19. Hooke’s law The extension of a spring is directly proportional to the force applied. 
20. Resultant Force A single force that has the same effect as all the other forces acting on an 

object. 
21. Velocity Speed in a given direction (m/s). A vector quantity. 

22. Mass The quantity of matter in an object measured in kg. 

23. Weight The force acting on an object due to gravity measured in Newtons, N. 

24. Terminal velocity The velocity reached by an object when the drag force on it is equal and 
opposite to the force making it move. 

25. Thinking distance The distance travelled by the vehicle in the time it takes the driver to react. 

26. Braking distance The distance travelled by the vehicle during the time the braking force acts. 

27. Stopping distance Stopping distance = thinking distance + breaking distance 

 



 

Half-Term      HISTORY  Normans (Battle of Hastings)   CHANGE, CAUSE, CONSEQUENCE, SIGNIFICANCE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Patronage The granting of land or title.  

villein A peasant who pays in service to a lord in 
return for land.  

fief An estate of land 

subinfeudation When someone who rents land off a lord rents 
out that land to another person.  

scutage Money paid to knights from peasents to fund 
military service.  

 



Half-Term 6                                              Subject Geography                                                         Distinctive Landscapes  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Erosion is the wearing away of and removal of rocks by water, wind and 
ice. 
 Transportation is the way rivers move the eroded material downstream. 
 Deposition is when the sea or a river loses energy, it drops the material 
it has been carrying 
Mass movement refers to the sudden movement of material down a 
slope. 
Landscapes are the visible features that make up the surface of the 
land.  They are created by the interaction of natural and human 
features (built environment) 
 Hard engineering is a form of coastal management strategies which 
involve major construction work, they are often obtrusive 

 Soft engineering is a form of coastal management strategies which 
work with the natural coastal processes 

 Longshore drift is the movement of beach sediment down a coastline in 
a zig-zag motion 

 The fetch is the distance over which the wind blows over open water 

 Destructive waves are infrequently breaking, high waves found on steep 
beaches 

 Constructive waves are frequently breaking, long and low waves found 
on gentle beaches 

  Formation of a stack 
Longshore Drift 

The formation of a Waterfall  

A Waterfall is a steep drop in the 
course of a river.  
The rocks at the top of a waterfall are 
hard and resistant, forming a cap rock.  
The softer rocks below erode more 
quickly, causing an undercutting of the 

   An overhang of hard rock is created.  

The overhang collapses when the 
weight gets too great.  
Over time, the process of undercutting 
and collapse is repeated, causing the 
waterfall to retreat upstream.  

This creates a Gorge.  

Hydraulic Action also causes erosion at 
the bottom of a waterfall. This is called 
a plunge pool.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Distinctive Landscapes Case Studies  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rivers and Coasts – River Thames 

Causes of flooding 
The winter of 2013/14 was the wettest on record 

• 487mm of rain fell between 1st December 2013-19th 
February 2014, twice the expected rainfall due to 
heavy storms from the Atlantic. 

On February 9th, the ground was saturated and water 
levels in the Thames were very high.  
Urbanisation around the river in London has led to 
impermeable concrete surfaces which reduce infiltration. 
Deforestation to build new homes (and other human 
activity) has increased flood risk as it reduces interception. 
Jubilee River: an artificial river channel has been built in 
2001, which was designed to take overflow (extra) water 
from the Thames to reduce flooding at Maidenhead, 
Windsor and Eton.  

• It cost £110million 
• It takes a short route so water reaches the destination 

faster. It brought water more quickly down to 
Wraysbury and Staines, increasing flooding there. 

• There are now plans to build a channel at Teddington, 
costing £500 million 

Management 
The Thames Flood Barrier was build east of London in 
1984 to avoid issues with flooding which happened in 
the past (where heavy rainfall combined with high 
tides from the North Sea overwhelmed London. When 
high tides are forecast, the gates on the barrier are 
raised to prevent tidal water reaching London. During 
2013/14, the barrier was closed more than 50 times. 
In order to solve the housing crisis, new residential 
developments are being developed at Barking 
Riverside to the east of London. This site is 
downstream of the Thames Barrier so will get no flood 
protection. Therefore, they will: be green corridors 
within the development with water as a feature, trees 
and parkland to allow infiltration, residential areas on 
raised land. 

Impacts 
• Transport links into and out of London closed as 

trains flooded. 
• More than 5,000 homes and businesses were 

flooded in Wraysbury and Staines 
• Thousands of people were evacuated and cost 

of clear up was £500million. 
• 14 severe flood alerts were issued along the 

Thames. 



Half-Term Year 11 HT4  Subject Geography  Threshold Concept Link(s) A3-5 B3-5 F4 F5 
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TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Commercial farming A type of farming to produce crops to sell for a 
profit, which is usually highly mechanized. 

Peak oil When oil production reaches its maximum level 
before declining 

Demand The desire to buy goods and services; the 
amount of a good or service people want to buy 

Supply To provide something that is needed or wanted; 
the amount of something available for use 

Subsistence farming When farmers grow crops and animals to feed 
their own families 

Low-income developing country 
(LIDC) 

A country that is poor, has a narrow range of jobs 
and few services 

Emerging and developing 
country (EDC) 

A country that is in transition from being a low-
income developing country to an advanced 
country 

Advanced country (AC) 
A country that is wealthy, has a wide range of 
jobs and many services 

Food security 
When all people at all times have access to 
sufficient, safe, nutritious food to maintain a 
healthy and active life 

Undernourishment The percentage of the population who don’t have 
enough food to be healthy 

 



Half-Term 2  Subject French 8/9 Me, my family and friends  Threshold Concept Link(s): Describing and identifying people including myself 

 
Week 1                

 

Week 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

CONNECTIVE 
 

TIME PHRASE VERB ADJECTIVE 

parce que = 
because 
 
 
 
 

toujours = always Je suis = I am drôle = funny 

car = because 
 

presque toujours = almost always Tu es = you are amusant(e) = fun 

 normalement = normally Il/elle est = he/she 
is 

mur(e) = mature 

 
 

souvent = often Nous sommes = we 
are 

gentil(le) = caring 

puisque 
= suince 
 

en général = generally Vous êtes = you 
(plural) are 

sympa = kind 

 d’habitude = generally Ils/elles sont= they 
are 

désagréable = unpleasant 

 quelquefois = sometimes  ennuyeux(se) = boring 

 parfois = sometimes  ambitieux(se) = ambitious 

 rarement = rarely  modeste = modest 

 de temps en temps = from time to 
time 

 méchant(e) = naughty 

 presque jamais = almost never  sincère = sincere 

 jamais = never  embêtant(e) = annoying 

   parresseux(se) = lazy 

   triste = sad 

   fidèle = loyal 

   fort(e) = strong 

   heureux(se) = happy 
 

   bavard(e) = chatty 
 

   égoïste = selfish 
 

 

OPINION NOUN 

J’adore = I love mon père = my dad 

J’apprécie = I love ma mère = my mum 

 mes parents= my parents 

 mon frère = my brother 

J’aime beaucoup = I really like ma sœur = my sister 

J’aime = I like mon grand-père = my granddad 

 ma grand-mère = my grandma 

Ça m’est égal = I don’t care about mon oncle = my uncle 

 ma tante = my aunt 

Je n’aime pas = I don’t like mon neveu = my nephew 

Je n’aime pas du tout = I really don’t like ma nièce = my niece 

 mon cousin = my cousin (m) 

 ma cousine = my cousin (f) 

Je déteste = I hate mon beau-père = my stepdad 

 ma belle-mère = my step mum 

 ma belle-sœur = my stepsister  

Je m’entends bien avec = I get on with mon petit-ami = my boyfriend 

Je ne m’entends pas avec = I don’t get on 
with 

mon beau-frère = my 
stepbrother 

Je ne supporte pas = I can’t bear  

  

 

 



Week 3                       Week 4 

  

Time phrase VERB  

toujours = always nous nous disputons = we 
argue 

demasiado = too 
much 

presque toujours = almost 
always 

nous nous battons = we 
fight 

mucho = a lot 

normalement = normally nous parlons = we speak juntos  = together 

souvent = often nous mangeons = we eat un poco  = a bit 

en général = generally nous sortons = we go out en casa = at home 

généralement = generally nous passons beaucoup de 
temps ensemble=  

we spend a lot of 
time together 

quelquefois = sometimes il/elle m’énerve =  he/she (they)  
annoys me 

parfois = sometimes il/elle me dérange =  he/she (they)  
annoys me 

rarement = rarely il s’occupe de moi =  he /she (they) 
looks after me 

de temps en temps = from 
time to time 

Nous nous battons comme 
chien et chat 

we fight like cat 
and dog 

ne… presque jamais = almost 
never 

Nous nous entendons  = we 
get on 

bien = well 
mal = badly 

ne… jamais = never   

 

 

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE 

J’ai = I have 
Tu es = you have 
Il/elle est = he / she has 
Nous avons = we have 
Vous avez = you (plural) have 
Ils/elles ont = they have 

 
les yeux = eyes 

marron = brown 
bleu(e) = blue 
vert(e) = green 
gris(e) = grey 

    
 

 
les cheveux = hair 

blonds = blond 
châtains = brown 
bruns = dark brown 
roux = ginger 
longs = long 
courts = short 
 

  raides = straight 
ondulés = wavy 
bouclés = curly 
    Je suis = I am 

Tu es = you are 
Il est = he / she is 
Nous sommes = we are 
Vous êtes = you (plural) are 
Ils/elles sont = they are 
 

un peu = a bit 
assez = quite 
très = very 

grand(e) = tall 
petit(e) = short 
mince = slim 
gros(se) = fat 
grand(e) = big 
petit(e) = small 
beau (belle) = good looking 
laid(e) = ugly 
chauve = bald 
jeune = young 
vieux (vieille) = old 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/big_family_cartoon.html&psig=AOvVaw3h_DLl-3XBwmFXqQkmL_fM&ust=1588096470410000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIiQwcmWiekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


Half-Term 2   Subject Spanish Y11 El medio ambiente  Threshold Concept Link(s): Recognise full opinions, questions , 100 infinitives and 
how to conjugate in the past tense. 
Week 2                 Week 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONNECTIVE In my opinion Verb ADJECTIVE 

 
 
 

En mi opinión   
 
A mi juicio 
 
A mi modo de ver 
 
Para mí 
 
Desde mi punto de 
visita 
 
a mi parecer 

 
 
 
 
Es – it’s 

agradable = pleasant 

porque  
 

importante - important 

 caro - expensive 

dado que Barato - cheap 

 Entretenido - entertaining 

puesto que  divertido - fun 

 necesario - necessary 
ya que bueno para el medio ambiente - 

good for the environment 

 útil - useful 

aunque inútil - useless 
 

OPINION Infinitive 
Me fastidia (n) = I get annoyed Reciclar – to recycle 
Me fascina (n) = It fascinates me Apagar – to switch off 
Me divierto – I have fun Ir – to go 
Me decepciona – It disappoints me Hacer –to do  
Me da igual – I’m not bothered about Reutilizar – to re-use 

Me disfruto de = I enjoy Separar = to separate 
Vale la pena – it’s worthwhile Comer – to eat 
Estoy harto de – I’m fed up of Plantar – to plant 
Estoy a favor de – I am in favour of malgastar – to waste 
Estoy en contra de – I am against proteger – to protect 

 

Time-phrase VERB 
I 

NOUN 

Ayer Yesterday Reciclé papel - paper 

Por la mañana  
In the morning 

Apagué las luces – the lights 

Por la tarde 
In the afternoon 

ahorré  agua - water 

Por la noche 
In the evening 

protegí el planeta – the planet 

Anteayer  
The day before yesterday 

Reutilicé una botella – a bottle 

Más tarde 
Later 

Separé la basura – the rubbish 

El fin de semana pasado 
Last weekend 

malgasté  energía - energy 

La semana pasada 
Last week 

Planté arboles - trees 

 

CONNECTIVE VERB 
We 

NOUN 

Después afterwards Reciclamos vidrio y latas – glass and cans 

Sin embargo however Apagamos los aparatos domésticos – 
household appliances  

Por un lado  ahorramos energía - energy 

Por otro lado 
on the other hand 

protegimos el planeta – the planet 

Por otra parte on the other 
hand 

Reutilizamos las bolsas de plástico – 
plastic bags 

Además furthermore Separamos la basura - rubbish 

Por lo tanto therefore malgastamos  agua - water 

Entonces then/next Plantamos  
 

Week 4 



Half-Term 2 Subject Spanish Y11 Environment   Threshold Concept Link(s): Recognise full opinions , questions , 100 infinitives and how to 
conjugate in the past tense. 
      

Week 5 – Wow phrases 
Antes de 
haber 
reciclado 

Before having 
recycled 

Después de 
haber 
apagado las 
luces 

After having 
switched off the 
lights 

Al reciclar Whilst recycling 

Después de ir 
al cine  

After going to 
the cinema 

Antes de 
jugar al fútbol  

Before playing 
football 

Al ver una 
telenovela  

While watching 
a soap opera 

De todas 
formas   

All in all 

Hace tres días   3 days ago 

 

Week 6 - infinitives 
Aumentar To increase 

Cultivar To grow 

Dañar To harm / 
damage 

Faltar To be missing 

Inquietarse To worry 
about 

Preocuparse To worry 

Malgastar  To waste 

Matar To kill 

Proteger To protect 

Recoger To collect 

Reutilizar To re-use 

Salvar To save 

Tirar To throw away 

Utilizar To use 

Plantar To plant 

 

Week 7 - nouns 
El combustible Fuel 

El cartón Cardboard 

El daño Damage 

El desarrollo Development 

La encuesta Poll / survey 

Escaso Scarce / 
meagre  

El extranjero Foreigner 

El fuego Fire 

El ladrón Thief 

El mundo  World 

Los necesitados Needy people 

Las pilas Batteries 

El recurso Resource 

La Tierra Earth 

 

Week 8 - Connectives 
A pesar de  In spite of 

Por eso For that reason 

Así que  So / therefore 

Aunque Although 

Pues Then / since 

Tal vez May be / 
perhaps 

Aparte de  Apart from 

Sin duda Obviously 

Claro que Of course 

Es decir In other words 

Mientras que Whereas 

Aun (si) Even if 

Pero But 

Y And 

O  Or  

 



Half-Term 2  Subject RSL- Certificate in Creative and Performing Arts    Threshold Concept Link-  Perform using advanced vocal technique. Perform using advanced physical technique. Evaluate rehearsal and performance process. 
 

 

 

 

Reviewing your performance 

It is advised, like with any other evaluation, you watch your own performance and consider your own thoughts on the performance. Make notes on 
moments that were particularly successful and why you felt this as well as areas for improvement. As a guide, when reviewing your performance, 
you should; 

1. Watch your own performance. Make notes on moments that were particularly successful and why you felt this as well as areas for 
improvement. Begin your evaluation with a summary of your thoughts. 

2. Go into detail about your own thoughts on the performance- what went well? What could you have done better? Remember to reflect on at 
this point, what you set out to achieve in your personal aims. If your piece had a message, do you think it was successfully portrayed? If yes, 
what in particular was a strength of your performance? If no, what could you have done to make it stronger? You may choose to consider 
this point from a group perspective rather than your individual contribution. 

3. Strengths of the performance- be specific and really talk about your acting skills and individual contribution to portray these strengths, 
highlighting particular moments.  

4. Development- what would you change about your performance next time? Was the portrayal of the story/ your portrayal of the character 
strong enough? How might you change this? Are there any technical elements or a different way of presenting an idea that you could have 
used that you feel might be more successful? 

5. Reflect on the feedback you have been given. Quote the questionnaires you have produced as well as the feedback from your teacher. Is 
there anything you would change in light of the audience’s comments? 

6. Think about the development of the piece up until the final performance. Did you modify the piece? How did it change? Why? Do you think 
this was better than your original idea having watched your final performance? 

7. Summarise your evaluation by highlighting once again the main strengths and weaknesses of your performance. 

Live Performance 

1.4 Health and Safety 
What health and safety aspects do you need to consider when putting on a performance in either of these spaces? 

1. Lighting and sound equipment- cables secure? Away from actors/ the audience? PAT tested? Operated by someone who knows how to 
use them? 

2. Food and drink near equipment 
3. Backstage space clear 
4. Performing certain moves during the performance 
5. Warming up before a performance 
6. Safety announcements before the performance- fire? Flashing lights? Fire exits? Disabled access 

 
 

 

2.1 Demonstrate skills to perform in a live environment 
You do not have to produce any written work for this unit but you may wish to keep a mini log of 
where your piece is up to at the end of each lesson. 
It is at this point that your piece will start to come together. The brief asks you to; 

• Participate in the performance during rehearsal time 
• Make any modifications to your performance in light of rehearsals 
• Carry out the live performance 
• Use skills that you have demonstrated during the performing text unit (acting) 

You are advised to plan out each session and what you intend to achieve for each hour to make sure 
there is a specific focus and you have something to aim for. 
Remember to; 

• Refer back to your original ideas  
• Think about the brief 
• Think about the audience. It is preferable that at some stage during this task, you should 

start thinking about a questionnaire for your audience. The evaluation task asks you about 
the feedback you have been given. You will not be able to discuss feedback from your 
audience unless you ask them to reflect on the piece at some stage during your performance 
assessment time.  

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Devising Is a method of theatre-making in which the script or (if it is a 
predominantly physical work) performance score originates 
from collaborative, often improvisatory work by a performing 
ensemble. 

Atmosphere Creating emotional feeling in the audience so that they are 
ready to take on the message.  A spooky atmosphere can be 
set by the director using music and sound effects. 

Hook Used at the beginning of a play to engage an audiences 
curiosity 

Status How one character’s power is shown to the audience.  Status 
is when one person feels they are more, or less, important 
than another. 

Reactions The ability of an actor to use their face and body to show an 
audience what their character is thinking even when they are 
not speaking at that moment. 

Conflict  The source of all good drama!  Where some of the characters 
do not get on with each other. 

Focus Where the audience should be looking at any one time on 
stage. 

Impact The memorable events which take place in pay that leave a 
mental or emotional dent in the audience’s mind or heart. 

Inter-
relationships 

The way in which two or more things are related to each 
other. 

Tension Making the audience want to see what happens next.  Build-
up of suspense! 

 



Half-Term 2    Subject;  Music         Threshold Concept Link(s) Area of Study 2: Vocal Music   
 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Basso Continuo Continuous bass parts are provided for harpsichord and stringed instruments such as 

bass viol and lute. The players add chords and melody 
Figured Bass A type of musical shorthand for the keyboard player used in the Baroque era. The figures 

indicate the chord to be played above the bass note and whether this is in root position, 
first or second inversion 

Ornament Notes that decorate a melody. They are shown by small notes (grace notes) immediately 
before the main note or symbols above it 

Mordent There are two types of mordent: ‘upper’ and ‘lower’. The upper mordent is made up of 
the main note, the note above the note and the main note again, all played as quickly as 
possible. The lower mordent again goes from the main note to the note below and back 
to the main note again 

Appoggiatura An ornament is often referred to as a ‘leaning in’ note. The appoggiatura leans on the 
main note, commonly taking half of its value and starting a semitone or tone higher. For 
example, if the main note is a crotchet and the smaller grace note a quaver, then the 
player plays two equal quavers 

Syllabic Word-Setting One note per syllable of a word 
Word Painting Depicting a word in music to imitate its meaning 
Dissonant Intervals The intervals that are dissonant (clashing) are the minor and major second, the minor 

and major seventh and the tritone (augmented fourth or diminished fifth) 
Suspension Prolonging a note to create a dissonance with the next chord 
Tierce de Picardie Refers to the sharpened third in the tonic chord in music in a minor key 

Da Capo Aria ABA or ternary form. Often the repeated A section would be ornamented by the singer.  

 

Characteristics of the Ground Bass 

At the beginning of the song, the ground bass has these characteristics: 

- Three bars long 
- All equal quavers 
- Slow tempo 

Each set of four quavers rises in pitch (apart from the two last beats of 
bar 3), perhaps imitating the rise of King Laius from the dead. 

It uses chromatic notes (F sharp and C sharp), which creates tonal 
ambiguity. 

The last four quavers (D-F-E-E) are the bass notes of the progression to 
the perfect cadence. 

The right hand is a melodic part, featuring ornamentation, and 
sometimes imitating the vocal line. 

The use of dotted rhythms shows the influence of the Stile Italiano. 

Close analysis of ‘Music for a While’. 

The style of the piece is a Baroque lament (falling phrases, minor keys, slow tempo), and 
demonstrates many of the hallmarks of the Italian style. 

The instrumentation includes a solo voice, accompanied by harpsichord, lute and bass viol. 
Performances of this piece often sound a semitone lower than the written pitch of A minor, as they 
use Baroque instruments tuned to Baroque pitch. 

The structure of the piece is presented immediately in the form of a 3-bar ground bass (basso 
ostinato). The whole piece is in ternary form (ABA), with the third section shortened. The main keys 
are A minor - C major (the relative major) - A minor. Many of the vocal lines are structured around 
sequences. 

Harmonic features of the piece are: figured bass, progressions such as Ic-V-I, a few modulations 
away from A minor and C major, dissonance, suspensions, and Tierce de Picardie. 

Word-painting is emphasised through the use of dissonance, melismatic/syllabic word-setting, and 
melodic shaping. 

Baroque ornamentation used in the song includes mordents, appoggiaturas, grace notes and 
arpeggiation.  

 

Wider Listening 

Dido’s Lament is another example of a 
Lament over a Ground Bass (by Henry 
Purcell) 

 

Pachelbel’s Canon is one of the best 
known ground bass variations 

 

Vocal music is one of the oldest forms of music, since it does not require any instrument except the voice. In 
medieval times, wandering singers called troubadours would often entertain at court, singing courtly love 
songs. In the Renaissance period, vocal music flourished, particularly in the church. Opera, too, started its 
evolution, with Claudio Monteverdi’s Orfeo (1607) acknowledged to be the first great masterpiece in this 
form. In the Baroque era, Bach, Handel, Vivaldi and others wrote songs for solo voice. Large-scale works such 
as cantatas, oratorios and operas all featured the solo voice. 

 

The song ‘Music for a While’, composed by Henry Purcell in 1692, is the second of four movements from the 
incidental music to the play Oedipus by John Dryden and Nathaniel Lee. Originally scored for voice and basso 
continuo, the piece exists in many other arrangements. The song comes from Act 1, Scene 3 of the play. At 
this point in the drama, Tiresias, a blind seer and two priests summon the ghost of King Laius to discover the 
identity of his murderer 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

1 What does it mean to be a 
fundamentalist regarding 
the origins of the world? 

To take religious scripture literally, not symbolically, therefore 
God created the world in six days according to Genesis and 
the Qur’an. 

2 How do liberal thinkers 
combine the world being 
13.8 billion years old with a 
belief in God? 

Six days are ‘periods of time’ or ‘phases.’  More symbolic 
accounts than literal reflecting God’s omnipotence. ‘Yom’ in 
Hebrew is translated to ‘period of time.’   

3 What does evolution 
through natural selection 
mean? 

The species that are able to successfully adapt over 
generations to most suit their environment are the ones that 
survive. 

4 Why do Christian and 
Islamic 
fundamentalist/creationists 
not accept evolutionary 
theory? 

Evolution devalues Adam, since Adam is evolved from animals 
and not created in God’s image as the scriptures say.  It 
devalues the concept of God creating Adam as separate from 
the animals and with a soul. 

5 How do liberal thinkers 
combine evolution with a 
belief in God? 

God started off the process of evolution and oversees it. 

Key Word Definition 

Abortion Deliberate removal of a foetus from the womb with the intention to 
destroy it 

Active euthanasia Performing an action that brings about the painless death of a person 

Afterlife beliefs about what happens after we die  

Assisted suicide Providing a person (usually with a life limiting illness) with the means to 
kill themselves 

Awe an overwhelming feeling, often of reverence to God 

Big Bang Theory scientific theory about the creation of the universe 

Conception when a sperm fertilises an egg, leading to pregnancy and a complete set 
of DNA 

Creation the belief that God created the world ex nihilo (Latin – ‘from nothing’) 

Euthanasia mercy killing – ending a person’s life to reduce suffering 

Hospice a place that cares for people who are dying 

Involuntary euthanasia where a person is capable of giving consent, but does not consent to 
euthanasia 

Non-voluntary euthanasia Where a person cannot give consent to euthanasia e.g. in a coma 

Passive euthanasia Withdrawing medical treatment or food from patients – ‘letting die’ 

Pro-choice Pressure groups that campaign for a woman’s right to have an abortion 

Pro-life Pressure groups that campaign against abortion and euthanasia 

Quality of Life the standard/comfort of a person’s life 

Right to die the belief that humans should have control over the means and time of 
their own death 

Sanctity of Life The belief that life is special as it is created by God 

Viable The point of which a foetus can potentially survive outside the womb – 
50% chance at 24 weeks 

Voluntary Euthanasia When a person requests euthanasia for themselves 

 

Yr 11 T2 The Origin and Value of Life 

Watch and make notes on the following videos: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BnfwFHf7FU – origins of the world 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hv41TzJR49g – Issues related to Abortion 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BozCApJNkT0 – Assisted suicide and euthanasia 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuhCHMGGlX4 – Beliefs about life after death 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BnfwFHf7FU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hv41TzJR49g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BozCApJNkT0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuhCHMGGlX4


 

 
 

1.  What is the definition of 
abortion? 

Abortion is the removal of a foetus from the womb to end a pregnancy before the child is born. 

2.  What different Christian 
views are there concerning 
abortion? 

Pro-life groups say the baby’s life is sacred and should be protected, since all life begins at the moment of conception is a gift from God.  Pro-choice groups 
say that the woman’s life comes first; they argue that an abortion could be seen as the lesser of two evils and Jesus also showed agape for everyone. 

3.  What does Islam teach about 
abortion? 

For many Muslims abortion is generally haram, since all life is created by God, however, some Muslims believe that an abortion is the lesser of two evils in 
cases of severe mental or physical disabilities, or conception as the result of rape.  In these circumstances’ abortion should take place before ensoulment. 

4.  What is the legal position in 
the UK concerning abortion? 

The UK 1990 Human Fertilisation and Embryonic Act makes provisions for abortion providing two doctors agree, if the pregnancy results in the mother or her 
family being socially or physically harmed.  

5.  What is the definition of 
euthanasia? 

Euthanasia means a good or gentle death. 

6.  What different Christian 
views are there concerning 
euthanasia? 

Some Christians say euthanasia is wrong because only God should give and take away life, furthermore, since God has made everyone in his image and with a 
soul, it is wrong to take life early.  However, others say that euthanasia can end pain and suffering of those with no quality of life. 

7.  What does Islam teach about 
euthanasia? 

Islam teaches that euthanasia is wrong since life is a gift from God and should therefore be something that is valued and respected.  In Islam God is 
omnipotent and omniscient, he and has planned every person’s life. (Al –Qadr) so it is unacceptable for go against God’s will. 

8.  How do Christians view life 
after death? 

Christians believe that God will judge people according to their actions and they will either be sent to heaven or hell.  Some Christians see hell as a physically 
torturous reality, whereas others say it is an absence of God.  Roman Catholics teach about purgatory, which is where the soul is cleansed in order to be 
ready for heaven.  Christians differ on whether only those who believe in Jesus receive heaven or whether anyone who does good actions will go to heaven. 

Islamic quotes  Christian Quotes  

You (humans) were lifeless and He 
gave you life. Quran.  

So God created mankind in his own 
image, in the image of God he 
created them; male and female he 
created them’ Genesis.  

If anyone kills a person…it is as if he 
kills all mankind, while he who saves 
a life it is as if he saves the lives of all 
mankind. Quran  

Before I formed you in the womb I 
knew you, before you were born I set 
you apart’ Bible.  

Do not kill your children out of fear of 
poverty- We shall provide for them 
and for you- killing them is a great 
sin. Quran  

There is a time to live and a time to 
die. Bible.  

9.  What does Islam teach about 
the afterlife? 

Muslims say that the body and soul wait in the grave (barzakh) until the 
Day of Judgement when all souls will rise and face God.  Angels will 
question the person and a book of deeds is presented.  Those who 
rejected God, and Muhammad, the teachings of the Qur’an and did bad 
deeds will be punished in hell (Jahannam).  Those who performed good 
deeds and accepted God will be sent to paradise. (Jannah) 



Half-Term November – December 2019 Subject Business Studies  Threshold Concept Link(s) Making operational and financial decisions (Topics 2.3 and 2.4) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Production process 

Batch 
Can produce products in large quantities in one go.  

Most of the work will be done on automation. 
Things can be changed but takes time to alter 

quantities.  

Job 

Producing 1 unit at a time. Requires a highly skilled 
workforce. Usually takes longer and can be used for 
on off items. Used in the construction industry. It’s 

flexible to meet customer needs. 

Flow 

A standardised product is produced on a large scale. 
Normally most of the work is automation done by 
machines. Low skilled workers with lower salaries 

would be used.  

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Bespoke Designed and made for the individual customer 

Economies of Scale A situation where average costs (of production, distribution and sales, 
for example) fall as a business increases the amount of product that its 
produces, distribute and sells. 

Standardised When every example of the product is exactly the same as others 

Profit Margin The proportion of revenue left over after costs have been deducted 

Supply chain 
management (SCM) 

The management of the flow of goods and resources through the 
production process 

Procurement The process of managing a business’s major purchases, from raw 
materials to delivery vans 

Perishable Likely to do out of date or go off quickly 

Competitive advantage An advantage a business has over its rivals that is unique and 
sustainable. 

Cost of Sales The direct costs of purchasing raw materials and manufacturing 
finished products Inflation The general increase in prices over time 

 

Profit and loss Account 

Sales revenue 
     minus 

 
 
 

Cost of Sales 
    (raw materials, packaging, direct wages) 

   Equals 
 

Gross Profit 

   minus 
 
 

Operating Costs 
  (salaries, rent, insurance, advertising)   

   Equals 
 

Net profit 

 



Half-Term February-March 2020  Subject Child Play   Threshold Concept Link(s) Milestones 
 

Milestones: 4 years old  

Physical Development: Gross motor 
- Have a good sense of balance and may be able 

to walk along a line. 
- Can stand, walk and run on tiptoe. 
- Can catch. Kick, throw and bounce a ball. 
- Can bend to pick things up. 
- Run up and down stairs. 
- Can ride a tricycle with skill. 

Physical Development: Fine motor 
- Can build a tower of 10+ cubes. 
- Can copy a building pattern of 6+ blocks. 
- Can thread beads onto a lace. 
- Can use a pencil in an adult fashion. 
- Can draw a figure that looks like a person. 
- Can copy X, V, H and T. 

Cognitive Development 
- Enjoy counting up to 20 by rote. 
- Talk about things in the past and future. 
- Can sort objects into groups. 
- Have increased memory skills.  
- Can give reasons and solve problems. 
- Include more detail in drawing. 
- Often confuse fact and fiction.  
-  

Communication and Language 
- Talk fluently. 
- Understand answers. 
- Can repeat nursery rhymes and songs – with few 

errors. 
- Can state their names and address. 
- Tell long stories but confuse fact and fantasy. 
- Enjoy jokes and plays on words. 
- Recognise patterns in words but use the past tense 

wrongly – they will say ‘I runned’ instead of ‘I ran.’ 
Social and Emotional 

- Eat skilfully with a spoon and fork. 
- Can wash and dry their hands. 
- Can brush their teeth. 
- Can dress and undress themselves, except for laces, 

ties and back buttons. 
- Show sensitivity. 
- Show a sense of humour. 
- Like to be independent and are strong willed. 
- Like to be with other children. 

Milestones: 6 years old  

Physical Development: Gross motor 
- Are gaining in strength and agility. 
- Jump off apparatus with confidence. 
- Can run and jump and kick a football up to 6m. 
- Can hop easily. 
- Can catch and throw balls.  
- Can skip in time to the music. 

Physical Development: Fine motor 
- Can build a tower of cubes that is virtually 

straight. 
- Can hold a pen/pencil like an adult. 
- Are able to write a number of letters of a 

similar size. 
- Can write their surname as well as their first 

name. 
- May begin to write simple stories. 

Cognitive Development 
- Begin to think in a more co-ordinated way and 

can hold more than one point of view at a time.  
- Start to develop concepts of quantity, length, 

measurement, distance, area, time, volume, 
capacity and weight. 

- Can distinguish between reality and fantasy. 
- Interested in basic scientific principles. 
- Influence by cultural conventions in drawing 

and writing. 
- Draw people in detail. 

Communication and Language 
- Can pronounce the majority of the sounds within their 

own language. 
- Talk fluently and with confidence. 
- Can remember and repeat rhymes and songs. 
- Are steadily developing literacy skills. 
- Alternate between wanting stories read to them and 

reading books to themselves. 
Social and Emotional 

- Can carry out simple tasks. 
- Choose friends based on their personalities and 

interests. 
- Can hold a long conversation. 
- Begin to compare themselves with others. 

 

Milestones: 7 years old  

Physical Development: Gross motor 
- Can hop on either leg and can walk along a thin 

line. 
- May be able to use roller skates. 
- Some manage to climb a rope. 
- Have increased stamina. 
- Able to control their speed and can swerve. 
- Skilful in catching and throwing a ball – one 

handed. 
Physical Development: Fine motor 

- Can build tall, straight towers with cubes. 
- Are more competent in their writing skills. Capital 

and small letters are in proportion. 
- Begin to use colour in a naturalistic way. 
- Draw people with heads, bodies, hands, hair, 

fingers and clothes. 
- Can use a large needle to sew with thread. 

 

Cognitive Development 
- Are able to conserve number. 
- Express themselves in speech and writing. 
- Can use a computer mouse and keyboard for 

simple word processing. 
- Enjoy learning mathematical and scientific 

concepts.  
- Perform simple calculations in their head. 
- Begin to understand how to tell the time.  

 -   Enjoy learning about living things and about the world 
around them. 
Communication and Language 

- Begin to understand book language and plot and 
characters. 

- Respond to questions about others. 
- Like to express and communicate their thoughts.  
- Enjoy word games and riddles. 

Social and Emotional 
- Learn to control their emotions. 
- Think about the future. 
- May be critical of themselves. 
- Form close friendships. 

Milestones: 5 years old  
Physical Development: Gross motor 

- Have increased agility – run and dodge, run lightly 
on their toes, climb and skip. 

- Show good balance. 
- Show good co-ordination. 
- Dance to music. 
- Can touch their toes. 
- Can hop. 
- Use a variety of play equipment. 

Physical Development: Fine motor 
- Can use a knife and fork but may need somethings 

cutting up. 
- May be able to thread a large eyed needle and sew 

large stitches. 
- Have good control over pencils and paint brushes. 
- Can draw a person – head, body, arms, legs, nose, 

mouth and eyes. 
- Can copy a square and at 5 and a half a triangle. 
- Can copy letters T,T,H,O,X,L,A,C,U,and Y. 

Cognitive Development 
- Produce drawings with good detail. 
- Ask about abstract words. 
- Can give full name, age, address and often their 

birthday. 
- Are interested in reading and writing. 
- Recognise their name and try to write it. 

 

Communication and Language 
- Talk about the past, present and future with a 

good sense of time. 
- Are fluent in in their speech and grammatically 

correct for the most part. 
- Love to read stories and will then act them out. 
- Enjoy jokes and riddles. 

Social and Emotional 
- Dress and undress alone, may struggle with 

shoelaces. 
- Have very definite likes and dislikes. 
- Able to amuse themselves for longer periods of 

time. 
- Show sympathy to those that are hurt. 
- Enjoy caring for pets. 
- Choose their own friends. 

 
 



Half-Term  October-December 2020 Subject Child Play   Threshold Concept Link(s) Inclusive practice 
 

Inclusive practice 

What do all early year’s settings 
need to ensure? 

That all children and their families are respected and valued, 
that all children are included and supported. 

What does the term ‘inclusive 
practice’ cover? 

This covers everything from how welcome families feel to 
how well a setting meets a child’s needs. 

What is the starting point for 
inclusive practice? 

Adopting a non-judgemental attitude. 

Why can it be hard to be non-
judgemental? 

We tend to prefer people who are similar to us, this might 
be through a shared culture, religion or lifestyle.  We may 
prefer those of the same age or that live in the same area. 

What does a non-judgmental 
attitude create? 

Families feeling comfortable in the setting. 

How should children feel in early 
years settings? 

They should feel unique and special. 

How can adults in an early years 
settings show non-judgmental 
attitudes? 

They can take an interest in what children are doing, 
showing through their communication that they care about 
each child and their family. 

How do you create a welcoming 
environment? 

Physical signs; posters in different languages; birthday 
notices; displaying children’s work; leaflets; seats. 

What is crucial for welcoming? Greeting parents, smiling and acknowledging children when 
they arrive and leave is really important. 

What do the resources of a setting 
need to do? 

Reflect the lives of the children and their families, need to 
reflect children’s home lives. 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Inclusive A way of working that makes sure all children feel welcomed and that their 

needs are all being met. 
Non-inclusive A way of working that may not make all children feel welcome or valued; 

children’s needs may not be met. 
Non-judgemental 
attitude 

This means accepting others and valuing them, even if they do not 
act/behave the same way as we do. Making everyone feel comfortable, 
taking an interest in all children and families. 

Welcoming Creating an environment where all people feel comfortable and like they 
belong in a setting. 

Resources Items that are used within an early years setting – toys, decorations, 
pictures, dress up clothes etc… 

Individual needs Understanding each child in the setting and ensuring that you know all key 
information about them.  

Adapting Making changes in provision, access or resources to ensure all children feel 
wanted and valued and ensuring their needs are met. 

Establishing routines Putting systems in place to meet the needs of children, this includes routines 
for feeding, sleeping, resting, toileting and playing. 

Sensory impairment A difficulty with one or more of your senses, for example, your sight, hearing 
or touch. 

Role models People from whom children copy skills and attitudes. 

 

Understanding children’s needs 

What does an inclusive setting do? Meets every child’s needs. 

How do settings meet needs? They know what the needs of each child are and build 
good relationships with families. 

Why are strong relationships with 
parents important? 

So that parents will feel able to share sensitive information 
with the setting. 

What adaptations may have to be 
made? 

May have to adapt the provision, the room layout, order 
new resources or change routines to help children with 
mobility needs, dietary needs or sensory impairment. 

What routines may have to be 
established in a setting? 

Feeding, sleeping, toileting, and time spent playing.  This is 
important to babies and toddlers who may each have their 
own feeding and sleeping pattern. 

How does establishing routines link 
back to close working with parents? 

Parents provide the information needed for early years 
settings to be able to establish these routines. 

What does an inclusive setting teach 
children? 

About how to treat and respect others. 

What does it help children learn? That we all have different needs, preferences and ways of 
living. 

Why do adults need to be good role 
models? 

Children are observing them and will imitate their 
behaviour. 

How can adults be good role 
models? 

By showing interest, respect and kindness towards others. 

 

Unit 3 Assignment 2 
Explore ways in which early years settings implement inclusive practice. 
1B.3 2B.P3 2B.M2 2B.D2 
Outline how inclusive 
practice is 
implemented in 
selected early years 
settings. 

Describe how inclusive 
practice is 
implemented in 
selected early years  
settings. 

Explain how inclusive 
practice is 
implemented in a 
selected early years 
setting. 

Assess the extent to 
which inclusive 
practice is successfully 
implemented in a 
selected early years 
setting. 

 



 

Half-Term: HT2                                                 Subject: KS4 Art                                      Threshold Concept Link(s):  Develop ideas through a use of media 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Assessment Taxonomy 
LIMITED BASIC EMERGING 

COMPETENT 
COMPETENT 

& 
CONSISTENT 

CONFIDENT & 
ASSURED 

EXCEPTIONAL 

Unstructured 
Clumsy 

Disjointed 
Minimal 

Elementary 

Deliberate 
Methodical 
Superficial 
Unrefined 
Simplistic 
Tentative 

Reflective 
Predictable 

Growing 
Control 

Broadening 
Endeavour 

Safe 

Informed 
Purposeful 

Secure 
Engaged 

Skilful 
Thoughtful 
Cohesive 

Advanced 
Convincing 

Comprehensive 
Focused 

Perceptive 
Refined 

Resolved 
Risk-taking 

Accomplished 
Inspired 
Intuitive 
Insightful 
Powerful 

Extraordinary 
Unexpected 
Outstanding 

1-12 marks 16-24 
marks 

28-36 marks 40-48 marks 52-60 marks 64-72 marks 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Response A reaction (to the work of an artist) 
Develop To evolve, grow and improve 
Experiment To test (with different art media) 
Annotate Explanatory notes 
Review Evaluate 
Reflect Reconsider and modify 
Independent On your own 
Composition How objects, shapes and patterns are 

arranged 
Analyse To examine in detail 
Interpret Explain/translate art work 

Developing ideas 
 1. Primary sources- take lots of your own photo responses and choose at least 4 

compositions to draw out, on one or 2 sides. 
 
2. Link your work to a chosen artist(s)/art style 

• What does the artist draw? 
• What media do they use? 
• What colour scheme do they use? 
• What is their work about; meaning, mood etc.? 

 3. Use a variety of media, experimenting with new and different techniques 
 

 
4. Use a variety of colour schemes 
 5. Review and evaluate: 

• What media you liked and why? 
• What you like/dislike about your ideas and about the changes to the 

drawings? 
• How you used the media and what effects you achieved? 
• What problems you had or what happy accidents occurred? 
• Which material and process is most suitable for each idea and why? 
• What connections to artists have you made and how successful are they? 

 
 6. Choose the most successful idea, ensuring that you will be able to reproduce it 
 
 

Draw out your favourite 
composition or compositions and 
photocopy 

Experiment with 
different colour 
schemes 

Experiment with 
different media 



What Definition What Definition 
A static load Does not move NET 2D object which is cut scored and folded into a 3d. 

Cut lines shown as solid lines

A dynamic load Moving Carbon footprint is the amount of carbon produced from its raw material being made 
to its product.

Tension pulling force is applied to either end of a material Stretching Ecological and social 
footprint

Tensile resist being pulled apart Folding and bending techniques can be used to improve the mechanical and physical 
properties of a material

Compression occurs when a pushing force is applied to either end of a material Laminating bonding two or material to improve its strength, stability and 
flexibility.

Compression 
strength 

the ability of a material to resist being compressed or squashed Fabric interfacing Used in textiles and garments to add support, strength and 
structure to areas that are needed. These are sewn in Collars in 
shirts - Peak in the baseball caps.

Torsion when something is twisted two ends of the material rotate the opposite 
way.

Folding and bending Materials manipulated through reshaping can gain many physical 
advantages

Torsional 
strength

is the ability of a material to resist being twisted Curves, arches and 
tubes 

can also be added to give more strength whilst using minimum 
material

Bending occurs when both sides are under compression and tension. Ecological and social 
footprint

This measures the impact of a persons life on the environment by 
quantifying the amount of Co2 that are being used.

Shear occurs when a force applies on an object in a perpendicular to its length Safe working 
conditions

In Britain we have employment protect laws that protect us 
workers. The law holds accountability to the company/ Boss!!!

Heath and Safety Executive HSE 

Strengthening 
and enhancing 
materials

To strengthen or enhance its strength you need to consider the forces 
that it will have upon it.

Ecological issues in the 
design and 
manufacturing

When products are made, natural resources are used, so designers 
and manufacturers have to make decisions which have a direct 
impact on the consumption of the earths resources

Webbing Webbing is a strong fabric woven into strips from yarns, which are often 
made of synthetic fibres such as nylon or polyester, or even Kevlar
Very light but strong and flexible

Deforestation cutting down of trees

Stiffening 
Materials

Materials can be laminated to improve strength. Mining used to gather finite materials   Surface and underground mining!

Interfacing to stiffen a fabric Drilling getting oil and gas

Farming A huge proportion of the earths crust is used as farmland. 11% -
agriculture.  36% - growing crops

Technical principles – Knowledge organiser 



What Definition What Definition 
Product Miles A product is a material with a collection of components. Each element 

may have taken a very long journey to being part of its intended product.
Atmospheric 
pollution

This is the reliance of fossil fuels and burning of fossil fuels to power 
machines for mass production. Increasing population – bigger demand

Ocean pollution Poor waste, lack of education when dealing with waste. Many oceans 
collect huge floating rubbish that effect wildlife.

Plastic is the main problem - Wild life eats plastic which cause death. 
Plastic can poison wildlife and affect their young and feeding. Sewage may 
come from industry. Oil spills are devastating when they happen because 
its hard to clean up.

PARRIS 
AGREEMENT 

174 COUNTRIES TO CUT AIR POLLUTION AND STOP THE RISE OF 2 
DEGREES.

The 6R’s Designers and manufactures need to create products that are sustainable 
– this reduces burden of natural resources.

Refuse DO you actually need it?     Is it necessary?       Simply not using or buying 
more of!

Rethink Consider something else!      Is there an alternative?     Are the material 
locally sourced?      Do I need this?

Reduce Use less of!!!!

Modern materials are lighter than traditional ones. Products are getting 
small and use less material. Reducing the number of parts in a design.

Reuse Reuse a product in different ways.  Upcycling or furniture to strengthen 
and make them more in theme with current fashion.

Repair Repairing something that is broken extends the life or delaying the 
purchase of a new one!

Recycle Metals are melted down.  Plastics are separated into their different forms 
and reprocessed.  Paper is graded and remade into different products

Scales of 
production

Understand how products are produced in different ways

One off 
production 

Bespoke – a design requested personally by someone.  Requires skilled 
labour force – lots of hand made items.  Can take a long time to make.

Kitchen    Yaught       Bridge      Building

Batch Production This is when a certain number is required. Required skilled labour with 
automation to produce anything from 4 – 215. The more products being 
made, the cheaper it becomes.

Lead time – manufacturers can quickly respond to market demands and 
changes.

Cakes   Furniture   Surfboards   Some clothing – limited edition.

Mass 
production

Something that is produces until its no longer needed!

Electronic products

Cars    Food containers     

Continuous 
production

Something that is produced all the time and never stops.                      
More automation and machinery.  Little skilled work force required.

Milk    Coke    Paint    Bleach    Medicine.



Year 11 HT2                     Subject – Hospitality and Catering     Threshold Concept Link(s)          Nutritional needs of specific groups of people    
 

Different Activity levels 
Energy required for; 

• Growth 
• Movement 
• Body warmth 
• Production of sound 
• Brain function 

 
• Energy comes from Carbohydrate first 
• Fat second source  
• Protein only when carbs and fat stores 

are depleted Food and drinks which 
contain carbohydrates, protein and 
fats. 

 

• Increased activity requires increased 
energy intake preferably in the form of 
carbohydrates 

 
• Decreased activity levels due to age or 

health issues calorie intake should be 
reduced accordingly 

 
• People recovering from illness or an 

operation should get their calories from 
protein rich food to increase tissue 
repair and healing. 
 

• Calories from starchy carbohydrates are 
better as they burn slowly therefore 
releasing energy at an even rate 
throughout the day 

 
 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
RDI- Recommended daily intake The amount of each nutrient recommended to 

meet the requirements of the majority population 
Free sugars Sugars, honey, fruit juices, sugar added to food 

Protein complementation Combining two incomplete proteins to get a 
complete one 

BMR- Basal metabolic rate- the speed of the metabolism 
in the resting state 

Peak bone mass   The amount of bone present when the skeleton has 
stopped growing and are at a maximum density 

Osteoporosis The production of new bone cannot keep up with 
the removal of old bone 

Anaemia When you are unable to make enough red blood 
cells to carry oxygen around the body 

Pernicious anaemia Caused by low red blood cell production and the 
body is unable to absorb Vit B12 

PAL Physical activity level-The amount of extra activity 
you do per day such as sport. 

EAR Estimated average requirement- Calories required 
per day to maintain body weight 

 

Different Life Stages 
Children 1-12 
NEEDS-All nutrients are important especially 
proteins vitamins and minerals 

• A good variety of foods should be 
introduced early 

• Food needs to be made into fun 
shapes to encourage variety in the 
diet 

• Get kids involved in the cooking 
• Small portions, presented well 
• Limit the amount free sugars in 

foods and drinks 
• Children should be active, can 

become more sedentary playing 
computer games. 

This can lead to obesity 
Adolescents (TEENAGERS) 
NEEDS- All nutrients are important especially 
proteins vitamins and minerals 

• The body is growing from a child into 
an adult 

• Minerals are taken up into the bones 
to reach peek bone mass as adults 

• Girls start menstruating need plenty of 
iron to avoid anaemia 

 

Adults 
NEEDS- All nutrients are important especially 
proteins vitamins and minerals 

• Keep body weight within a healthy range 
• Eat less calories as BMR decreases with 

age 
• Eat sufficient calcium and vitamin D to 

promote healthy bones 
• Eat plenty of fibre as the digestive 

system slows down with age 
• Vitamin C aids the uptake of Iron to 

avoid anaemia 
• Salt intake should be kept below >6g to 

avoid high blood pressure 
• Body reaches peak bone mass at 30yrs 
• Avoid high fat/ high sugar food 

Older Adults 
NEEDS-Vits A, C, E to prevent age related eye 
conditions. Vit B to help body’s use of energy 

• Body systems such as digestion and 
circulation slow down. 

• Metabolic rate slows down, so reduction 
of carb intake 

• High  
• Less active as weight may be gained 
• Smaller appetite  

 

Special diets 
Type of diet Reason  What can be eaten Foods to avoid 

Vegan 
 

Health, religion, ethical All plant based foods All animal foods and 
products 

Lacto-ovo 
vegetarian 

(Normal veggie) 

Health, religion, ethical All plant based foods, 
Dairy and eggs 

No food which 
involves killing an 
animal 

Lacto 
vegetarian 

Health, religion, ethical All plant foods 
All dairy 

No food which 
involves killing an 
animal and eggs 

Gluten free Coeliac disease Rice, soya, maize, pulses, 
beans and nuts 

Foods containing 
wheat. Biscuits, 
pasta, bread 

Lactose free Lactose intolerance Lactose free products 
Alpro, soya milk, oat milk 

Foods containing 
dairy 

Low salt Heart disease and high 
blood pressure 

Fruit and veg, dairy and 
unprocessed meat 

Yeast extract, 
processed foods, 
sauces 

Low sugar Diabetes, weight 
reduction 

Fruit and veg, dairy and 
unsweetened products 

Foods full of sugars 
and fizzy drinks 

 

Unit 2 

AC1.2 LO1 

 



Half-Term Nov/Dec    Subject Motor Vehicle    Threshold Concept Link(s)_____________________   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Function 
Part Function 

Master cylinder Applies pressure to the brake fluid, sending 
it to the corresponding calliper.  
 Brake servo A brake servo uses engine vacuum to 
increase the force on the master cylinder 
decreasing the braking effort at the pedal.  

Calliper Applies the pressure from the master 
cylinder to the brake pads via the piston.  

Discs When mated with the brake pads they 
create friction to slow the vehicle.  

Brake lines (flexi and solid) Transports hydraulic fluid to the brakes.  

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Pressure Friction 

Calliper Dust boot 

Hydraulic  Brake servo 

ABS – Anti locking braking  Master cylinder 

Bleeding Valve 

Slider pins Wheel hub assembly  

Brake fade Line flaring  

Vented Compounds 

Semi metallic Ceramic  

Torque  Inertia  

 



Half-Term: 2          Subject: BTEC Sport       Threshold Concept Link(s): A, B, E   
 Aerobic Endurance 

(Marathon and tennis) 
The ability of the cardiovascular system 
to work efficiently supplying nutrients 
and oxygen to working muscles during 
sustained physical activity 

Power 
(1oom sprint start and triple 
jump) 

The work done in a unit of time. Calculated in the following 
way. 
Power = Force (kg) x Distance (m)/Time (s) 

Muscular strength 
(Weightlifting and rugby 
scrum) 

The maximum force that a muscle or 
muscle group can produce. This is 
measured in kilograms (kg) or Newtons 
(N) 

Coordination 
(Hand-eye: Tennis, 
Foot-eye: Kicking a ball, Head-
eye: football header) 

The ability of parts of the body to work together to move 
smoothly and accurately 

Muscular 
endurance 
(Tennis, running and 
swimming) 

The ability of the muscular system to 
work efficiently, in which a muscle can 
repeatedly contract against a light to 
moderate fixed-resistance load 

Reaction time 
(100m and badminton) The time between the presentation of a stimulus and the 

onset of movement 

Flexibility 
(Gymnastics, high jump, 
badminton) 

The ability to move all joints fluidly 
through their complete range of 
movement 

Agility 
(Rugby and badminton) The ability to move quickly and precisely or change direction 

without losing balance or time 

Body composition 
(Ectomorph: high jump 
Mesomorph: weight 
lifting 
Endomorph: sumo 
wrestling 

The relative ratio of fat mass to fat free 
mass (vital organs, muscle and bone) in 
the body 

Balance 
(Static balance: archery 
Dynamic balance: basketball 
Static & Dynamic:  gymnastics) 

The ability to retain the centre of mass (gravity) over a base of 
support with reference to static (stationary), dynamic 
(changing) conditions of movement, shape & orientation 

Speed 
(Leg speed: 100m 
Hand speed: boxing) 

Distance divided by time taken, 
measured in m/s. there are three basic 
types of speed: accelerative (sprints up 
to 30m) pure (up to 60m) and endurance 
(sprints with a short recover in between) 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Maximum Heart rate 220-age=MHR 

RPE (Rate of perceived exertion) How hard an exercise feels 

Borg Scale A scale of 6-20. Gaging the RPE 

Training Zones The lower and upper heart rate. Cardiovascular 
= 60-85% MHR 

Anaerobic Respiration Exercise without the use oxygen 

Aerobic Respiration Exercising with the use oxygen 

BMI Body Mass Index. Height in Metres decided by 
weight in KG squared 

1 Rep max The maximum weight you can move in a single 
movement. 

Optimal The best or most favourable 

Fatigue Where you can no longer maintain the intensity 
of the activity 

 

 

 

Frequency – How often do you train? (How 
many times a week) 

Intensity – How hard do you train? (Heart 
rate/pyramid, BPM, BORG  scale RPE) 

Time – How long you train for? (min. 30mins) 

Type – What type of training method (e.g. 
weight, circuit, interval…?) 

Specificity – training specific to the individual needs of athlete (Sport, Position, Component of fitness, Age, Gender) 

Progressive Overload – Make training gradually harder so body gradually improves and adapts (increase 
FREQUENCY/INTENSITY/TIME) 

Adaptation – Body adapts in response to training (gets stronger because of strength training etc.)  

Rest and Recovery –Allows adaptation to take place and to avoid injuries due to fatigue/tiredness (have rest days) 

Reversibility – Body will reverse back if training is stopped for a prolonged time (illness, injury, and motivation) 

Variation – Training must be varied to avoid boredom (use different TYPEs of training methods) 

Warm up - Pulse raiser, 
stretches, joint 
mobilisation 

Flexibility training 
1. Static Stretching – Active 
(you), Passive 
(someone/thing else) 
2. Ballistic Stretching – 
bouncing, actions 
3. PNF Stretching – stretch, 
hold, tension, stretch 
further 
 

Speed Training 
1. Hollow Sprint - 
broken up by ‘hollow’ 
lower level work 
2.  Acceleration 
Sprints - jogging to 
striding and finally to 
sprinting at 
maximum speed. 
3. Interval Training -– 
work, rest, work, rest 

Cool down – Pulse 
lowering, Static stretches, 
Developmental stretches 
(PNF) 

Strength, muscular endurance 
and power training 

1. Free weights – Sets, reps, barbell, 
dumbbell 
2. Circuit Training – stations 
3. Plyometric – bouncing, throwing, 
jumping 

Aerobic Endurance Training 
1. Continuous training – non-stop 

30 mins 
2. Fartlek Training – ‘Speed play’, 

slow, medium, fast/different 
terrain 

3. Interval Training – work, rest, 
work, rest 

 

Do you know the 
Fitness tests? 

https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://tanersgym.yolasite.com/resources/personal-trainer-fitness-training940-x-420-45-kb-jpeg-x.jpg&imgrefurl=http://tanersgym.yolasite.com/&docid=8dULW8zo6VfeMM&tbnid=sf26Jnr0PZVNuM:&vet=10ahUKEwiw7_6N8uHXAhWkBcAKHQ0WCPIQMwjaAihRMFE..i&w=940&h=420&bih=674&biw=1366&q=fitness%20training&ved=0ahUKEwiw7_6N8uHXAhWkBcAKHQ0WCPIQMwjaAihRMFE&iact=mrc&uact=8
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